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About this manual

The Grafcet Designer reference manual describes the user interface of the Grafcet Designer library.

To benefit fully from it, it is preferable that you are familiarised with Windows and with the programming language LabVIEW.

Conventions

The following convention appears in this manual:

» The symbol » leads you through nested menu items and dialog box options to a final action. The sequence File»Page Setup»Options directs you to pull down the File menu, select the Page Setup item, and select Options from the last dialog box.

This icon denotes a note, which alerts you to important information.

This icon denotes a caution, which advice you of precaution to take to avoid injury, data loss, or a system crash.

**Bold**

Bold text denotes items that you must select or click in the software, such as menu items and dialog box options. Bold text also denotes parameter names, controls and buttons on the front panel, dialog boxes, selection of dialog boxes, menu names, and palette names.

*Italic*

Italic text denotes variables, emphasis, a cross reference, or an introduction to a key concept. This font also denotes text that is a placeholder for a word or value that you must supply.

**Bold italic**

Bold and italic text denotes a note, an advice or a warning.

Contacts with customers

You will find forms of technical support and informative at the end of this manual, in the appendix “Contact with customers”. Thanks to complete this forms and to return it indicating your comments and notes on this product and its handbook.

You can also description which you will develop with this product to obtain more information and to help you to solve possible problems which you can encounter.
Chapter 1.
Grafçet Designer Install

This part describes the requirements to use Grafçet Designer and its installation procedure.

Material Requirements

Grafçet Designer, as LabVIEW, is a multi-platform product.

⚠️
One version of Grafçet Designer is available on each platform that is supported by LabVIEW:

Software requirements

To install Grafçet Designer, you must previously install LabVIEW® on your system. The version 2.0 of Grafçet Designer is available for each version of LabVIEW® since the version 2010.

Grafçet Designer Install

The install of Grafçet Designer is done automatically through its installer. You can download an autonomous version of this installer or a VIPM package (needs VI Packae Manager).
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The GRAFCET (or SFC)

The GRAFCET (Functional Graph of Control Step Transition) or SFC (Sequential Function Charts) is a formal model being used to specify and also to control reactive systems of the type “all or nothing” (Boolean inputs and outputs). An automated system of production (ASP) breaks up into two parts: the control part and the operative part. The operative part includes the process having to be controlled as well as the operator. The control part is intended to process the data coming from the operative part to control it.

The following presentation does not claim to be a definition of the grafcet but just an introduction. Moreover, one will reveal there only the concepts of GRAFCET which were implemented in Grafcet Designer.

Structure of a Grafcet and interpretation

Construction rules of a grafcet

A grafcet is graph which is composed of steps and transitions, connected between them by connections or directed arcs.

Steps

A Step is represented by a square to which a unique number is associated.

A Step can be initial (represented by a double square).

A Step is either active or inactive.

The whole of active steps (called situation) entirely defines the state of the system. We specify for each step, the actions to be executed. These actions are executed only when the corresponding step is active. We can associate a condition to those actions, the action is then executed only if the step is active and the condition is performed.

Transitions

A transition is represented by a horizontal line.

A transition represents a possibility of change of the comportment of the system. This change of comportment (the passage from one
step to the following) corresponds to the crossing of a transition. A transition is validated when all previous steps are active. The logical proposal which conditions the transition calls the receptivity.

**Directed arcs**

Each directed arc links a step to a transition or a transition to a step: there is always strict alternation: step-transition. When this connection is directed upwards, we show the direction by an arrow upwards.

**Convergences and divergences**

When the directed arcs start from several steps (known as steps downstream) and arrive on the same transition or when directed start from the same transition and arrive on several steps (known as steps upstream) then these regrouping are represented by two horizontal parallel lines respectively called convergence and divergence “in and”.

When separation is in the direction from several transitions to a common step (respectively from a step to several transitions), we name them convergences (respectively divergence) “in or”. Their representation is done by dividing the directed connections.

**Rules of evolution of a grafcet**

The evolution of a grafcet is subject to five rules:

**Rule 1:** Initial situation

The initial situation of a grafcet characterizes the initial behaviour of the control part with respect to the operative part, to the operator and/or to the external elements. It corresponds to the active steps at the beginning of operation: those steps are the initial steps.

**Rule 2:** Crossing a transition

A transition is validated when all immediately preceding steps connected to this transition are active. The crossing of the transition occurs:

- when the transition is validated,
- AND when the receptivity associated with this transition is true.

**Rule 3:** Evolution of activated steps

The crossing of a transition involves simultaneously the activation of all immediately following steps and the inactivation of all immediately preceding steps.

**Rule 4:** Simultaneous evolution

Several simultaneously crossable transitions are simultaneously crossed.

**Rule 5:** Simultaneous activation and inactivation

If during operation same step is simultaneously activated and inactivated, it remains active.
Moreover, two evolution modes are generally accepted: evolution without searching for the stability or evolution with searching for the stability. Grafcet implements the last one.

**Stability:**

For a value of the vector of inputs of the system leading to a given situation, this situation reached will be known as *stable* if after crossing of all the crossable transitions, a new situation can be obtained only on occurrence of an external event.

The outputs associated with the steps belonging to a non-stable situation are not emitted. For a given stable situation, the associated outputs which logical conditions are true are emitted with the value true, the others are emitted with the value false.

During an evolution with search for stability, a new value of the vector of the inputs is considered only when a stable situation is reached. Consequently, a completely unstable situation (return to a same situation during the same evolution) involves a looping without end.
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Using Grafcet Designer

This part describes the how to create, how to execute and how to debug a grafcet with Grafcet Designer.

⚠️ The use of Grafcet Designer requires a preliminary knowledge of the LabVIEW programming language. It is pointed out here that the term VI is the abbreviation of Virtual Instrument: it indicates a LabVIEW program.

Principle of Grafcet Designer

The creation of a process control application with the library Grafcet Designer is decomposed in 3 phases:

1. Definition of the inputs/outputs of the control part of the system. Those inputs/outputs can be of two types:
   - Software, by the means of the graphical interface (to or from the operator)
   - Material, by the means of physical devices (to or from the process), such as digital input/output devices, serial connections, network, …

2. Edition of the grafcet specifying the comportment of the control part.

3. Integration of the two previous phases into an execution engine which allows executing the application.

We chose to illustrate each point on a test application, following the development of the final application step by step. The selected application is a workshop made up of a manufacture part and an assembly part. The manufacture part receives blanks which it machines. These parts are then deposited in a place of storage. Then, either on order of an operator, or in an automatic way (when the part is detected), an arm manipulator recovers the part to subject it to a machine of assembly where an assembly is carried out. The finished part is then evacuated.

⚠️ Other examples of use of Grafcet Designer are included with the toolkit. You’ll find those examples under the directory .../[LabVIEW]/examples/TecAtant/Grafcet Designer

Synoptic of the process
The grafcet specifying the behaviour of our order part is as follows:

![Diagram of grafcet](image)

**SFC or Grafcet of the control part**

For this system, we defined the inputs of the control part with respect to the operative part, as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>Reference name</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start/Stop Machining</td>
<td>I0</td>
<td>Operator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start/Stop Assembly</td>
<td>I1</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual/Automatic</td>
<td>I2</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hold</td>
<td>I3</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machined part</td>
<td>I4</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part laid</td>
<td>I5</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part taken</td>
<td>I6</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End of assembly</td>
<td>I7</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the same way, one defined the outputs of the control part with respect to the operative part, as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>Reference name</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MACHINING</td>
<td>O0</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAITING 1</td>
<td>O1</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAITING 2</td>
<td>O2</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAYING</td>
<td>O3</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLD</td>
<td>O4</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSEMBLY</td>
<td>O5</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Definition of inputs/outputs

A grafcet specifies the behaviour of a control part, compared with an operative part. The interaction between the two parts is done thanks to the inputs/outputs.

The control part receives information from type “All or Nothing” (AoN) coming from the operative part. This information constitutes the inputs of the control part. The control part (which behaviour is specified by a grafcet) works out a whole of signals (also of AoN type) intended for the operative part, this whole of signals constitutes the outputs of the control part.

Thus, it is necessary to define these sets of boolean variables, also called respectively vector of inputs and vector of outputs. These definitions will be made in your main VI, which will contains your SFC (or grafcet).

When you open the VI ‘Running grafcet .vit’, a copy of this VI is automatically created. You’ll find it in...

Inputs

An input must be a boolean variable, it can come from two sources: the operator interface (the front panel of one VI) or of outside (for example of an acquisition device, a serial connection, or of a network... it is the interface proceeded). In the case of an acquisition device, it is often necessary to convert a numerical or alphanumeric value into boolean values.

In practice, to define the vector of inputs, it is just enough to assemble each one of its components using the function ’Build Array’.

The order of the components is significant, because it makes it possible to index the inputs (the notation \( I_i \) will indicate the \( i^{th} \) component of the vector of inputs).

Example

The inputs ‘Start/Stop production line’, ‘Start/Stop assembly line’, ‘Manual/Automatic’ and ‘Hold’ are inputs coming from the graphic interface (operator). The inputs can also come from an acquisition device.
### Outputs

An output is a boolean variable, it can be redirected to two different destinations: to the operator interface (to a boolean indicator) or to the outside (acquisition card, serial connection, network).

We can read different components of a 1D vector of boolean by using the function 'Index array' from the menu 'Array & Cluster'.

**Index Array**

We can also use the function ‘Array Subset’ from the menu ‘Array & Cluster’ to read a part of a vector, for example, to be converted to an integer by using the function 'Boolean Array to number' to be write on a port of an acquisition card.

The order in which we recover these components has an importance because it is in this order which we will make reference to the outputs in the grafcet (the notation $O_i$ will indicate the $i^{th}$ component of the vector of outputs).

**Example:**

The first six outputs (‘Machining’, ‘Waiting1’, ‘Waiting2’, ‘Laying’, ‘Hold’, ‘Assembly’) are software outputs (intended to inform the operator on the order given to the operative part). Only the outputs 0, 3, 4 and 5 are material outputs (they are the order given to the operative part). They are formatted (‘boolean array to number’) and are directed to an acquisition device.
Customize inputs/outputs

LabVIEW allows customizing controls and indicators, by using the controls editor (cf. the handbook of LabVIEW reference).

Thanks to this mechanism, it becomes possible to have a very realistic representation of the controlled process. It is enough to import the images representative of the two states to an exit.
Example

The Boolean ‘Hold’ has a representation an arm at rest in the false state and an arm taking a part in the true state. Thus the slackened and supported representation become respectively: arm at rest and arm taking a part.

Edition of a grafcet

The edition of a new grafcet specifying the operation of the control part of the system which we wish to control is done in new VI (File»New VI).

You can also go from template VI: ‘grafcet.vit’ from ..\[LabVIEW\]\templates\TecAtlant\Grafcet Designer.

The menu « Functions Grafcet Designer »

We lay out in the diagram, the VIs constituting the grafcet using the menu Grafcet Designer located under Control and Simulation and also from add-on menu.

Palette Grafcet Designer

Initial step

This VI allows representing the initial steps of the GRAFCET. It must be numbered (thanks to a numerical constant of the type Unsigned Integer 32 bits). You can also associate with it a conditional action (thanks to an alphanumeric constant of string type).

Step number specifies the number of the step. The number is essential and must be single.

Conditional action specifies the conditional action associated with the step. Its syntax and its semantics are clarified here after.
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Steps

Step

This VI allows representing the steps of the GRAFCET, it must be numbered (thanks to a numerical constant of integer type 32 bits), and you can associate with it a conditional action (thanks to an alphanumeric constant of string type).

From transitions upstream is connected to the transitions upstream (which activate the step).

To transitions downstream is connected to the transitions downstream (which are validated by the step).

This VI is implicitly directed from the top to the bottom.

Conditional actions

A conditional action breaks up into two parts, the action and the condition, separated by the reserved word "if". It is also possible to associate comments to each step of the GRAFCET.

The action is made up of one or several outputs, separate then by commas (,). If the action is empty then, no action is associated with the step.

The condition can exist only if the associated action is none empty. It is a logical expression being expressed using the operators "." (operator and), "+" (operator or) and ".¬" (operator not), of the operands "I", "Xi" and "ti/Xj/tk", as well as brackets "("and")".

The comments are located at the end of the conditional action. They are defined by the operator "**". When the step is active, the comment is returned on the output comments of VI containing your edited SFC.

The notation "ROi" indicates the rising of the output "Oi" to the true state, the notation "FOi" indicates the falling of the output "Oi" to the false state (Set and Reset).

Semantics of the conditional actions

An action associated with a step is revalued only in the stable situations of the grafcet considered (evolution with search for stability).
When the step carrying the conditional action is active then each associated output takes the true value as long as the condition is true and that the step remains active (not memorized action).

If several steps activate the same output then the value of this output is the value of disjunction between the outputs of the various steps.

**Example:**

![Diagram](image)

The outputs named O0 and O2 (index 0 and 2 in the vector of outputs) take the value true when:

- The situation reached is stable
- And the step 0 is active
- And if (the step 2 is active since more 100ms or inactive since less 200ms, and step 3 is active) or (the E0 input is true).

**II** has the value of the \(i^{th}\) component of the vector of inputs. 

**Xi** is the variable of step associated with the step \(i\), it is true if step \(i\) is active.

**t1/Xj/t2** is a temporization associated with the step variable \(j\), where \(t1\) and \(t2\) are literal integer values. This temporization takes true value \(t1\) ms after the activation of the step \(j\) until \(t2\) ms after the desactivation of the step \(j\).

---

**Complete syntax of conditional actions**

Actions associated to a step can be or not associated to a condition, and a comment.

**Actions without condition**

Associated action(s) emitted when steps is active.

Action expression : \(O_i / R_Oi / F_Oi / I_Oi\)

where \(i\) is the index of the digital output array value, that you want to set to True when the step is active.

Action can also be set, reset or impulse :

- **ROi** : Rising of Output \(i\). Output \(i\) remains to true until you reset \(i\).
- **FOi** : Falling of Output \(i\). Output \(i\) is set to false.
- **POi** : Pulse on Output \(i\). Output \(i\) is set to true just one time. The next call to the gracicet will set Output \(i\) back to False.
- **FXi** : freeze step \(i\) and it's associated tempos. Associated outputs are normally emitted if step is active.
- **F0Xi** : freeze step \(i\) and it's associated tempos. Associated outputs are set to false.

You can also specify multiple Actions associated to a step : \(O_i,O_j,(R/F/P)O_k\)
Examples of Actions:

O0
O1,O2
RO1
FO3
PO7
RO2,O7

Action with condition
Associated action(s) emitted when steps is active and condition is true.

Action expression: Oi / ROi / FOi if condition

where i is the index of the digital output array, that you want to be set to True when
the step is active.

Action can also be set or reset.
You can't specify multiple Actions associated to a condition.

Expression of condition: any logical combination of digital inputs (Ei), Step Variable
(Xi), temporisation using "and" and "or" operators. You also can use brackets. You can
also use . and + for and and or operators.

Ii : Logical state of Digital input array at index i.
Xi : Step i Variable. Xi is true when Step i is active, false when inactive.
t1/Xj/t2: Temporisation. t1/Xj/t2 is true t1 ms after step j is activated and remain true
t2 ms after step j is desactivated.

Examples of conditions:
I3 and I4   I3.I4
I5 or I7    I3+I7
I0.(I3+I5.X7) I1+I5+1000/X7/0

Examples of Action with conditions:
O1 if I2.I5+I7
RO2 if 1000/X4/0

Comments:
Comment expression: **anything

Comments can be added to the end of an action or conditionnal action. Those comments
are emitted when the associated step is active.

Example of action with comments:
O4 **Hello
The Conditional action editor wizard

Though the menu:

Tools >> Control and Simulation >> Grafcet Designer >> Conditionnal Action Editor..

You access to a wizard that helps you building conditional action. You then just have to paste the string built to step the associated string.
The transition

This VI makes it possible to represent a transition of the grafcet. It is possible to associate receptivity to it (thanks to an alphanumerical constant of string type).

From steps or AND convergence 'in and' [2]
Receptivity (Réceptivité) [1]
To steps or AND divergence ... [0]

From step upstream or convergence 'in and' is connected to the step upstream which validates the transition or to a convergence 'in and', or of nothing in the case of a transition source.

To step downstream or divergence 'and' is connected to the step downstream (which are activated by the transition) or to a divergence 'in and', or of nothing in the case of a transition well.

Receptivity specifies the receptivity associated with the transition. Its syntax and its semantics are clarified hereafter.

This VI is implicitly directed from the top to the down.

Syntax of a receptivity

In Grafcet Designer, a receptivity breaks up into two parts, the event and the condition, separated by the reserved word and.

The event is either a front going up (noted "R"), or a front going down (noted "F") of the variables "Ii", "Xi", "t1/Xj/t2". The event can be always occurrent, in this case it is noted e (or not noted). Thus an event is written "RIi", "FIi", "RXi", "FXi", "Rt1/Xj/t2", "Ft1/Xj/t2", "e" or anything (equivalent to e).

The event can also be an order (noted "%order"), sent to the grafcet by the Order input of the VI that contains your edited SFC.

in the case of an order, the event can not be followed by a condition.

Semantics of the receptivities

A transition will be crossed if it is validated (All its steps upstream are active), if the associated event arrived (always in the case of e) and if the associated condition is true.

This transition will be crossed when:

- All its steps upstream are active
- and the Io input passes from the false state to the true state (front going up of Io)
- and (step 2 is active since at least 150ms or inactive since less 50ms) and (the I3 input is true).
Complete syntax of Transitions Receptivity

Empty Receptivity
Transition is immediately fired when up-link steps are actives.

Receptivity without condition:
Transition is fired when up-link steps are actives and when receptivity is true.
Expression of receptivity: \( \text{I}_i / \text{RI}_i / \text{FI}_i / \text{Xi} / t_1/X_j/t_2 \)

\( \text{I}_i \): Logical state of Digital input array at index \( i \).
\( \text{RI}_i \): Rising edge of Digital input array at index \( i \).
\( \text{FI}_i \): Falling edge of Digital input array at index \( i \).
\( \text{Xi} \): Step \( i \) Variable. \( \text{Xi} \) is true when Step \( i \) is active, false when inactive.
\( t_1/X_j/t_2 \): Temporisation. \( t_1/X_j/t_2 \) is true 1000 ms after step \( j \) is activated and remain true 500 ms after step \( j \) is desactivated.

Examples of Receptivity:
- \( \text{I}_0 \)
- \( \text{RI}_3 \)
- \( \text{FI}_4 \)
- \( 1000/X_2/500 \)

Receptivity with condition
Transition is fired when up-link steps are actives and when receptivity is true and condition is true.
Expression of receptivity: \( \text{RI}_i / \text{FI}_i \) and condition
\( \text{RI}_i \): Rising edge of Digital input array at index \( i \).
\( \text{FI}_i \): Falling edge of Digital input array at index \( i \).

Expression of condition: any logical combination of digital inputs (\( \text{E}_i \)), Step Variable (\( \text{Xi} \)), temporisation using "and" and "or" operators. You also can use brackets. You can also use . and + for and and or operators.

\( \text{I}_i \): Logical state of Digital input array at index \( i \).
\( \text{RI}_i \): Rising edge of Digital input array at index \( i \).
\( \text{FI}_i \): Falling edge of Digital input array at index \( i \).
\( \text{Xi} \): Step \( i \) Variable. \( \text{Xi} \) is true when Step \( i \) is active, false when inactive.
\( t_1/X_j/t_2 \): Temporisation. \( t_1/X_j/t_2 \) is true 1000 ms after step \( j \) is activated and remain true 500 ms after step \( j \) is desactivated.

Examples of conditions:
- \( \text{I}_3 \text{ and } \text{I}_4 \)
- \( \text{I}_3 . \text{I}_4 \)
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I5 or I7  
I3.I7  
I0.(I3+I5.X7)  
I1+I5+1000/X7/0

**Examples of Receptivity with conditions:**

RI11 and I2.I5+I7  
FI2 and 1000/X4/0

**Receptivity is an Event**

Transition is fired when up-link steps are actives and when the string associated to event is sent to the grafcet VI  
Expression of receptivity : %anything

**Examples of events**

%Go !
The Conditional action editor wizard

Though the menu:

Tools>>Control and Simulation>>Grafcet Designer>>Receptivity Editor..

You access to a wizard that helps you building receptivity. You then just have to paste the string built to transition the associated string.
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Convergences and divergences

Convergence 'in and'

This VI makes it possible to represent convergence 'in and' of the GRAFCET. We can connect to it up to four steps upstream. It is possible to put several specimens of these VI in cascade if we wish to connect more than four steps.

From step upstream is connected to a step upstream (which validates the transition).

To Transition Downstream is connected to the transition downstream (which is validated by the stages).

This VI is implicitly directed from the top to the bottom.

Divergence 'in and'

This VI allows representing the divergence 'in and' of the GRAFCET. We can connect to it up to four steps downstream. It is possible to put several specimens of these VI in cascade if we wish to connect more than four steps.

To step downstream is connected to a step downstream (which is activated by the transition).

From transition upstream is connected to the transition upstream (which activates the steps).

This VI is implicitly directed from the top to the down.

Convergences and divergences 'in or' do not have a representation by VI (they are done directly thanks to wiring by the LabVIEW wiring tool).

Arrows upwards

This VI allows displaying rising arrows on the arcs. The VIs step, initial step, transition, convergence and divergence 'in and' being implicitly directed from the top to the bottom. The use of this VI is not obligatory, but makes it possible to make appear in an explicit way the implicit orientation of the rising arcs.

To downstream Steps (Vers é... [1] is connected to a step upstream (activated by the transition) or to a divergence 'in and'.
From transition downstream is connected to the transitions downstream (which activate the step).

The low connection of this VI must go to the low connection of a transition and high connection must come from the high connection of a step or a divergence 'in and'.

Directed arcs

Once the objects (steps, transitions, etc...) placed in the diagram, it does not remain any more that to connect them between them using the tool winds: it is this link which constitutes the directed arcs between the various entities. The Grafcet Designer entities being implicitly directed from the top to the bottom, the arcs are thus directed from the entity upstream to the entity downstream. In order to return clarifies the rising arcs, we can insert one VI 'arrow upwards' (this VI will receive obligatorily its input from a step or a divergence 'in and' and will emit its outputs to one or more transitions).

Grafcet Designer does not authorize to place entities other than the VI 'arrow upwards' on a link going up (under penalty of having a broken bond).
Syntactic analysis of grafcets

Graphic syntactic analysis

Grafcet Designer benefits from the properties of the graphic editor of LabVIEW, thus thanks to the typing of the arcs between entities, the correction of the graphic syntax of a grafcet is immediate: if an arc is into dotted then one of the rules of constructions of the GRAFCET is not respected (not respect of alternation step-transition, several steps are connected directly to the same transition, etc...)

The appearance of the broken arrow (VI no achievable) indicates a syntactic error of the grafcet in the course of edition.

Analyze conditional actions and receptivities

If the graphic syntax of the grafcet is correct, it also should be checked that several steps do not have the same number, that there is no transition not connected to a step, that the conditional actions and the receptivities are correct.

This analysis is realized by executing the VI which contains the published grafcet. If an error occurs in the grafcet, a VI ‘window of error report’ displays the list of errors.
Grafcets not related

Nothing prohibits the creation of not related grafcets (without directed arcs to connect them). In particular small separated grafcets can possibly be used as memorizing... They can quite naturally be referred by step variable.

Example of not related SFCs

Front panel of edited SFC VI

In order to be able to call your edited SFC VI from another VI, you need to put the following controls and indicators:

In order to be able to pass values to your edited SFC VI from another VI, you need to create associated connector to those objects (cf. LabVIEW reference manual).
If you forget to do this, then at run time, the error window will show up and signals you this forget. With the button complete, LabVIEW will automatically create needed front panel objects, and also the connector pane and an icon to your VI.

**Creation of the application**

When the inputs/outputs of our control part were defined and that the grafcet specifying its behaviour was published, it remains to integrate these various elements in the final VI, one which will make live to our application.
**Highlighting execution**

Passing True value to input **Visu** of your SFC VI, let you visualize active steps at run time.

Execution highlighting works only under development environment (IDE).

**LabVIEW Real Time**

Grafceet designer is LabVIEW Real Time compatible (**NI LabVIEW Real-Time Module**) and work on device like Compact RIO (**NI CompactRIO embedded control systems**).

You must validate your edited SFC under your LabVIEW for Windows IDE. Once your SFC is syntactically correct and verified then you can run it under labVIEW Real-Time.

You can't visualize active steps under Real Time environment.
Grafcet Designer menus and windows

Preferences windows

Through the menu Help>>TecAtlant>>Preferences>>Grafce Design preferences...
You can :

- Change Grafcet Designer Language: English or French,
- Desactivate automatic routing of wires (recommended for a better experiment of Grafcet Designer)
- Activate Block Diagram Grid (recommended for a better experiment of Grafcet Designer)
- Choose the palette type of Grafcet Designer: Classic or pre-wired (step number, conditional action string, receptivity string)
Examples

You can access to examples Vis of Grafcet Designer through the NI Examples Finder tool (Menu help>>find examples…) or through the help window of Grafcet designer ( menu help>>TecAtlant>>Documentation>>Grafcet Designer Help… )

Exemples are an efficient way to understand and use Grafcet designer.
The wizards

Two wizards help you in expression of steps conditional actions and transitions receptivities. You’ll find them under menus:

Tools >> Control and Simulation >> Grafcet Designer >> Conditional Action Editor
Tools >> Control and Simulation >> Grafcet Designer >> Receptivity Editor
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Contacts with customers

This appendix contains two forms. The first one will allow you, once that you will have returned it, to obtain useful information which you will use to solve possible technical problems. By filling it before contacting us, you will allow us to act quickly and well. By filling the second form, you will help us to know your impressions on the documentation provided with the TecAtlant products.

TecAtlant
Le Fort bloqué
27 Allée des Macareux
56270 Ploemeur
FRANCE
Tél. : +33 (0)9 80 32 79 40
Appendix

**Technical support form**

Make a photocopy of this form and put it up to date each time you carry out physical or software changes. It will be used to you as reference for your current configuration. By filling this form, most precisely possible, before contacting TecAtlant, you will obtain more precise answers of our engineers of application.

If you use other TecAtlant software, want to include forms of configuration which are in the corresponding user's manuals. Add additional pages if necessary.

Name: ...............................................................................................................................

Company: ..........................................................................................................................

Address: ...........................................................................................................................

Phone number: ..............................................................................................................

Telefax: ...........................................................................................................................

Data-processing platform: ........ Model: ........ Processor: ..................

Operating System: .......................................................................................................... 

Speed: ........ MHz RAM: ........ Mo Displaying adapter: ..................

Mouse: yes/no Other adapters installed: ..................

Hard disk capacity: Mb ........ Trademark: ............................................................... 

Instruments used: ...........................................................................................................

TecAtlant software: ................ Version: ....................................................

Configuration: .............................................................................................................

Encountered problem: .................................................................................................

Error messages met: .................................................................................................

Following steps start the problem: ...............................................................................
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Documentation form

TecAtlant invites you to bring your comments on the documentation provided with our products. This information will enable us to guarantee products of quality adapted to your needs.

Title: Grafcet Designer v.2.0, Reference Manual
Edition Date: December 2013

Please bring your comments on exhaustiveness, the clearness and the organization of this handbook:
...........................................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................................

If you met errors, want to note the corresponding numbers of page and to describe their nature:
...........................................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................................

We thank you for your collaboration.

Name: ......................................................................................................................... ........
Function: ..................................................................................................................... ........
Company: ...................................................................................................................... ......
Address: ...................................................................................................................... ........
Phone number: ................................................................................................................. ....
Send your mail to:  ........................................................................................................... ....
...........................................................................................................................................................

TecAtlant
Le Fort bloqué
27 Allée des Macareux
56270 Ploemeur
FRANCE
Tél. : +33 (0)9 80 32 79 40
E-Mail:  info@tecatlant.fr
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